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Introduction
Noction Flow Analyzer is a graphical, web-based networking analysis and monitoring tool.
Refer https://www.noction.com/flow-analyzer for further details.
For further details or assistance please contact Noction at support@noction.com or check our
contacts https://www.noction.com/contact.

What is Noction Flow Analyzer?
Noction Flow Analyzer (NFA) being a web-based graphical networking analysis and monitoring
tool allows network professionals to check, see, discover and subsequently address issues
with traffic flows over your networks.
NetFlow and/or sFlow are the most notable network statistics protocols that enable NFA to
function. Network devices should be first configured to forward Flow statistics to NFA in order
for it to get the initial data to operate on.
Flow statistics is captured and preserved in a scalable but still easy to query database which
NFA graphical web-based user interface subsequently offers to users both as dashboards,
charts and reports with filtering, grouping and aggregation functions but also in the form of an
SQL query editor that will be used to extract the exact data of interest.

System Requirements
Hardware Requirements:
• x86_64 architecture

Software Requirements:
• clean CentOS 7 operating system

• 8x Сore CPU
• 64GB of RAM
• 200GB SSD storage

Software Management
Software repository to be added to your server repositories:
• repo-nfa.noction.com
To install NFA use your standard OS installation tooling for CentOS and Ubuntu accordingly:
• yum install nfa
To upgrade NFA on CentOS or Ubuntu use accordingly:
• yum upgrade nfa*
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Sending Flow stats to Noction Flow Analyzer
Configure your Flow sources to send stats towards the NFA server. Once installed NFA listens
to Flow stats on the default protocol ports.
Important: Set the frequency of Flow exports on network devices as frequent as possible. For
best results export intervals should be set to 1 min or even less.

Using NFA
Once installed NFA works on default http and https ports on the server. Navigate to your
server’s IP address or hostname using a Web Browser to access the application.
Provide your credentials (username and password) on the login page.

Flow Analyzer Main Page
NFA main page is designed to display a dashboard of choice and offer facilities to access all
other application capabilities via its main menu, navigation buttons and links.
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Dashboards
Dashboards offer the information of interest at a glance. Anomalies in traffic behaviour can be
noticed and pursued further by navigating to an individual widget.
Filters and time horizons can be applied to a dashboard in order to extend or focus attention
to specific details.
Many dashboards can be setup in NFA. “All Dashboards” function lists the dashboards
accessible to a user and also options to add new or copies of existing dashboards in order to
further customize NFA to a user’s needs.

Dashboards are grouped for easy access into default, recent, favourites and all. Dashboards
can be shared so that other users can use them too.

Widgets
Widgets are the elements of a dashboard that encompass a particular query focusing on a
desired network feature. A library of widgets is maintained by NFA and allows users to reuse
them across dashboards.
Use the Add Widget function available on each dashboard to see the library of existing (and
shared) widgets and place the desired ones on the dashboard.
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Use Save as Widget function in Data Explorer to create new widgets (and optionally share with
other users).
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Data Explorer
Displays detailed network stats in chart (when possible) and report forms. “Group by criteria”,
“filters” and “aggregation” functions are available to focus or broaden attention to desired
aspects of a network traffic.
Data Explorer can be accessed either from the Main Menu under ”Data Navigation” section or
by clicking on a widget’s header on Dashboards.

• Group by - specifies how to group data before aggregation.
• Filters - specify only the data of interest to include in results
• Devices - specify from what network devices to consider the stats
• Time horizon - sets the time interval to explore
• Packets depicts whether Packets, Octets, bits/s metrics are aggregated and plotted on charts
• Run query - re-runs the query and retrieves the data
• Save as widget - prompts for a widget to be added to the library with this exact combo of
filters and group by criteria
• Chart type icon allows switching between different ways to plot result data
• Menu icon lists other available functions as for example option to export to CSV, PDF or
even to SQL query for further fine tuning of the data.
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Query Editor
Query Editor function gives full access to NFA collected statistics to knowledgeable network
professionals. The function is not accessible to users with non-administrative privileges.
Query Editor can be accessed from Data Navigation main menu section or by exporting to SQL
a Data Explorer configuration.

Query editor offers functions to:
• Edit and highlight an SQL query
• Run Query to retrieve data (make sure to always set a limit on the number of records
retrieved)
• Save query in a Query library
• Browse the library of Saved queries in order to start from a typical configuration
• Export query results for example to CSV for further processing outside Noction Flow
Analyzer

Devices
Devices function assigns network devices meaningful names. Without those names the filters
and queries need to rely on their machine identifiers such as IP address, interface identifier
etc. Devices can be assigned to sites/location and further enhance the grouping and filtering
capabilities available for analysis.
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Manage Devices under the main menu option: Management/Inventory. Feel free to add, edit
or remove devices as needed. Notice the Flow column highlighting whether a Device indeed
matches some actual flow sources seen by the Noction Flow Analyzer.
Note that Flow stats received by Flow Analyzer and NOT matched to any configured device will
be assigned to a default Not Named device.

Flow sources are matched to the configured devices by source IP and source ID (agent) attributes.
Multiple source IP and source ID attributes can be assigned to a single device.
Note that by Not listing any IP or agent ID values a device matches everything.
Once configured Devices can be used in Data Explorer as additional filters.
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Portal Access
NFA includes features to allow access only to the whitelisted address-space. It can be accessed
under Management -> Access and Security.

User Management
NFA includes a User Management function accessible under Management main menu section.
NFA distinguishes Users with and without administrative privileges.
Note: User Management function is available only to users with administrative privileges.

User Management allows the following:
• review and filter a list of users
• edit and delete existing user records including their passwords and roles
• add new users
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User Profile
A user’s personal profile and preferences can be accessed under user’s main menu section
(depicted with user’s name as the rightmost item).

User profile offers this function to:
• update a user’s attributes and preferences
• change user’s password with hints regarding password strength and confirmation
mismatch.
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License status
NFA is a licensed product and requires users to obtain and register their license in the application.
License status is accessed by navigating to the User’s profile main menu section.

License status offers:
• information about current license status and remaining days till its expiration
• option to activate a license by means of an activation key
• purchase license redirects user to Noction’s billing system to place an order for a license.

Grouping
Grouping is the main way to analyze data. Grouping by source or destination will indicate if the
traffic is inbound or outbound, grouping by port will highlight what amount of traffic the network
has for different application and so on.

Grouping criteria can specify one or more Flow attributes to be used for analysis.
Note: Grouping criteria order is important and can produce widely different results due to
pagination limitations
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Filters
Filters are used to constrain analyzed data to a particular subset that matches filter criteria.
Filters can be applied while working with Dashboards or within Data Explorer.

Filters allow setting any number of criteria to constraint on.
Note: NFA applies AND logical operation across criteria and OR within the same criteria thus we
can get conditions like IP address AND (port = 80 OR port = 443) when a particular server web
traffic is queried.

Time Intervals
Time intervals govern how fast and how detailed resulting data can be. When a query extends
over a long time interval or checks data far in the past the results will be less granular compared
to shorter and current time intervals.

Aggregation Functions
NFA by default uses SUM aggregation functions over Packets and Octets flow metrics.

Octets vs bits/s
When NFA aggregates data for Octets metric, it also tries to offer the option to display data in
bits per second as used by most network monitoring tools.
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